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/educating stands for the reflective mediation of 

knowledge and a modern understanding of educa-

tion. /ecm focuses on up-to-date approaches as well 

as traditional and experimental formats of art and 

culture education that turn exhibitions into spaces 

of negotiation.

/curating means the collection, selection, and visu-

alization of discourses, objects, societal questions 

and research processes. On the basis of engage-

ment with the history of exhibitions, museology, and 

collection policies, we develop new strategies for 

exhibition and presentation.

/managing means the production of curatorial and 

educational projects. The focus of these projects is 

critical engagement with institutional practices and 

development of alternative fields of action.

MISSION

/ecm is a two-year postgraduate university course 

that imparts core competencies in the expanded 

museum and exhibition sector. 

The goal of this part-time course is to provide an 

academic foundation and professional credentials 

for working with art and culture: engagement with 

relevant theories forms the basis for the develop-

ment of skills for conceiving, visualizing and medi-

ating projects at institutions and in the independent 

scene. The course is transdisciplinary and focuses 

on the development, exhibition, and communica-

tion of knowledge in the fields of art and cultural 

history, contemporary art, technology, nature and 

science. A group project combines theory and 

practice, opening an experimental field for “applied 

exhibiting” in collaborative processes of curatorial 

research. Through its comprehensive orientation, 

this postgraduate course provides participants with 

the tools they need to perform a range of demand-

ing jobs in the cultural sector. 
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The cultural sector and its institutions 

/ Cultural policy: from educational mandate to 

 quota pressure  

/ The professional field: from production 

 management to curatorial collectives 

/ Spaces: from the regional museum to the project 

 space 

/ Discourses and practices: from local traditions to 

 transnational trends 

/ Economy: from the museum shop to the art fair

Project management 

/  Management: from timetable to critical 

 management 

/ Production: from the object list to the loan 

 process

/ Cost planning: from submission to settlement  

/ PR and marketing: from media partnerships to 

 guerilla marketing  

/ Sponsoring and fundraising: from cooperation to 

crowd funding

Fundamentals of business management and 

introduction to legal matters

/ Structural planning: from change management to 

 organization chart

/ Management: from the mission to the strategy 

/ Copyright law: from the idea to the contract

MAIN TOPICS COVERED BY THE COURSE

Exhibition and presentation – theory and practice  

/ Conceptualizing an exhibition: from storyline to 

 visualization 

/ Museology: from the national museum to global 

 formats of exhibiting

/ Exhibition history: from the chamber of wonders 

 to Biennalization 

/ Collection policy: from selection to deaccession  

/ Care of collections: from the condition report to 

 object handling  

/ Design: from graphics to display

Communication – Transfer between exhibition, 

presentation, and audience 

/ Theory: from knowledge production to the space 

 of negotiation 

/ Education: from the information space to 

 participation  

/ Media: from the audio guide to social media

/ Text workshop: from research to wall text

/ Moderation: from podium discussion to public 

 program  

/ Printed matter: from brochure to catalog
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Course length

/ecm is a part-time course and takes place over 

4 semesters from October 2022 to June 2024.

22 Modules:

18 Modules from Friday to Sunday

Friday, 2:00 PM to 8:00 PM, Saturday, 10:00 AM 

to 7:00 PM, Sunday, 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

2 Module weeks from Wednesday to Sunday

2 international excursions from Wednesday to 

Sunday 

Academic degree

Master of Arts – MA

120 ECTS

Degree requirements

Active participation in all course activities (max. 15 

absences from teaching units per semester); writ-

ten semester essay at the end of the first semester; 

conceptualization, organization, implementation 

and documentation of the /ecm project; writing and 

presentation of an approved master thesis.

Costs and payment arrangements

The participation fee is EUR 12,800 (VAT-exempt, 

does not include student-union fee, travel costs, or 

room and board). The fee for taking part in the ad-

mission seminar is EUR 150, which will be offset if 

you are admitted. The participation fee can be paid 

in instalments by arrangement.

Number of participants

min. 18 – max. 25 people per program

Locations

University of Applied Art Vienna (3., Vordere Zoll-

amtsstraße 7) as well as local and international 

cultural institutions and project spaces.

/ecm OVERVIEW  

Institution 

University of Applied Arts Vienna, Institute of Art 

Sciences and Art Education

Team of directors

/ Martina Griesser-Stermscheg 

 head of collections, Technisches Museum Wien  

/ Christine Haupt-Stummer 

 section.a. curatorial collective

/ Renate Höllwart

 art and culture educator, Büro trafo.K

/ Beatrice Jaschke

 purpurkultur – exhibiting, advising, educating 

/ Monika Sommer

 director, Haus der Geschichte Österreich

/ Nora Sternfeld

 documenta professor, Kunsthochschule Kassel

/ Luisa Ziaja

 curator for contemporary art, Österreichische 

 Galerie Belvedere

All are part of the association schnittpunkt. 

ausstellungstheorie & praxis, www.schnitt.org

Management

/ Beatrice Jaschke, organizational management

/ Marianna Manolos, course assistant

/ Frank Müller, office

Advisory board

/ Renate Goebl

 KulturAgenda – Institut für Museen, 

 Kulturwirtschaft und Publikum, Vienna  

/ Karl Prammer

 PRAMMER BERATUNGS KG, Wiener Schule der 

 Organisationsberatung

/ Barbara Putz-Plecko

 Vice Rector of University of Applied Art Vienna
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Methods 

Teaching units are based on theory interwoven with 

practical application. These are communicated by 

international and local experts through lectures, 

workshops, presentations, group discussions with 

experts, working groups, excursions, and master 

thesis seminars. A curatorial project combines re-

search, production, and communication. The diver-

sity of professional approaches taken by the lead-

ership team and external instructors, in addition to 

the individual profiles of the participants, keep us 

up-to-date and increase the quality of the course.

Engagement with transdisciplinary theory pro-

duction is of central importance. It generates pro-

cesses of reflection that feed back into practice. A 

specific project developed by all participants work-

ing together allows them to gain qualifications in 

different areas and grasp the complexity of working 

processes in the cultural sector.

Structure of the course

The course follows five leitmotifs: learning to see, 

analyzing, developing a concept, realizing it, and 

reflecting on it. In the first semester, a theoretical 

foundation is communicated. This enables us to es-

tablish criteria for analysis and develop a common 

vocabulary. In the second and third semesters, this 

theoretical and practical engagement leads to re-

alization of a curatorial project, to which the teach-

ing responds as part of the process. The fourth 

semester focuses on writing the master thesis and 

immersion in theoretical specialist discourses.

Coaching 

The team of directors guides and supports partic-

ipants in achieving their goals for the course and 

their personal professional development through 

individual coaching sessions and office hours.

Admission requirements

Degree from a university, postsecondary college, 

or technical college/polytechnic or several years of 

relevant professional activity in the museum and 

exhibition sector; speaking and writing skills in 

German and English; successful participation in the 

one-day admission seminar; binding registration for 

the entire course.

Admission process

Submit the application (form plus CV, statement of 

purpose, copies of diplomas, written registration 

for admission seminar)

Complete the one-day admission seminar (Goal: by 

solving various tasks related to the course – alone 

and in groups – applicants can demonstrate their 

motivation, key qualifications, and professional 

perspectives so that an informed decision can be 

made on whether to admit them. At the admission 

seminar, applicants can also gain insight into the 

content and methods of the course that will help 

them decide whether to participate if admitted).

Intended demographic

/ecm is designed for people who are anchored in 

an institution as well as for those working inde-

pendently in the art and culture sector: people who 

are engaged in questions around exhibition and 

presentation, education and communication, and 

wish to attain professional credentials.

These include but are not limited to: scholars of 

art history, culture, social sciences, and natural 

sciences, curators of museums and exhibitions, art 

and culture educators, artists, critics, publicists, 

graphic designers, architects, gallerists, restorers, 

and cultural managers.
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2nd Semester 

The second semester is dedicated to research and 

preparation and implementation of the content for 

the collaborative /ecm project

Module 6

/conceptualizing  

Curatorial research and development of the /ecm 

project

Module 7

/planning  

Formats of curatorial work

Module 8

/realizing 

Module week 1: Exhibition logistics and project 

management practices 

Module 9

/producing 

Project logistics and education formats

Module 10

/showing processes  

Documentation practices

Module 11

/finalizing  

Finalization and setup planning

Module 12

/opening

Module week  2: Curatorial program within the 

context of the Angewandte Festival

CURRICULUM

1st Semester 

In the first semester, a theoretical foundation is 

communicated. This enables us to establish criteria 

for analysis and develop a common vocabulary.

Module 1

/the making of museums  

Introduction to the history of museums and 

collecting

Module 2

/analyzing

Excursion 1

Module 3

/curating  

Introduction to theories of curating

Module 4

/educating 

Introduction to art and culture education

Module 5

/designing  

History and foundations of exhibition design
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4th Semester 

Writing the master thesis and gaining a deeper 

understanding of theoretical specialist discourses 

are the focus of the fourth semester.

Module 18

/networking 

Cultural policies, institutional forms from the 

project space to the national museum

Module 19

/publishing  

Publication formats  

Module 20

/collecting  

Approaches to transnational knowledge production

Module 21

/engaging  

Concepts of progressive and critical curatorial 

project work

Module 22

/setting out

Excursion 3

(Subject to modifications)

3rd Semester 

In the third semester, first steps are taken towards 

writing the master thesis and aspects of exhibition 

theory are explored more deeply.

Module 13

/exchanging

Excursion 2

Module 14

/storing  

Collecting and digitalizing

Module 15 

/curatorial research 

Global exhibition formats and museum theory

Module 16

/writing  

Writing workshop for the master thesis

Module 17

/communicating  

Critical Management
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Matti Bunzl 

 Anthropologist, Director of Wien Museum

Juraj ˇCarny´ 

 Art critic, curator, Bratislava

Bernhard Cella 

 Artist, Salon für Kunstbuch, Vienna

Eva Dertschei, Carlos Toledo 

 Designers, artists, Toledo i Dertschei, Vienna

Severin Dünser 

 Curator, Belvedere, Vienna

Thomas Edlinger 

 Artistic director of donaufestival, Krems

Claudia Ehgartner 

 Director of art education, Hamburger Bahnhof,  

 Berlin

Sonja Eismann 

 Freelance journalist, cultural scholar, co-founder 

 of Missy Magazine, Berlin

Charles Esche 

 Director of Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven

Sabine Fauland 

 Managing director of Museumsbund Österreich,  

 Graz

Alexandra Feichtner 

 Organizational developer, alexandrafeichtner.at, 

 Vienna

Brigitte Felderer 

 Curator, professor at Universität für 

 angewandte Kunst Wien

Angelika Fitz 

 Director of Architekturzentrum Wien

Martin Fritz 

 Rector of Merz Akademie, Stuttgart

Renate Goebl 

 KArt historian, KulturAgenda – Institut für Museen, 

 Kulturwirtschaft und Publikum, Vienna

Sophie Goltz 

 Assistant professor, Nanyang Technological 

 University, Singapore

Valeria Graziano 

 Researcher, Centre for Postdigital Cultures, 

 Coventry

EXPERTS WHO HAVE TAUGHT AT /ecm 

i(n addition to the team of directors) 

Amarildo Valeriano Ajasse

 Sociologist, Maputo/Venice

Judit Angel

 Art historian, curator, director of tranzit.sk, 

 Bratislava

Nina Auinger-Sutterlüty 

 Press and public relations, Kunsthistorisches 

 Museum Wien

Marius Babias 

 Art theorist, curator, director of neuer berliner

 kunstverein

Joachim Baur 

 Historian, cultural scholar, curator, 

 Die Exponauten, Berlin

Natalie Bayer 

 Migration and museum researcher, curator, 

 director of Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg Museum, 

 Berlin

Martin Beck 

 Artist, professor of contextual design, Akademie

 der bildenden Künste Wien

Matthias Beitl 

 Director, Österreichisches Museum für 

 Volkskunde, Vienna

Jessica Beer 

 Director of literature program, Residenz Verlag,  

 Vienna

Beatrice von Bismarck 

 Professor of cultures of the curatorial, Hoch-

 schule für Grafik und Buchkunst Leipzig

Dieter Bogner 

 Art historian, curator, museum planner, 

 bogner.cc, Vienna

Friedrich von Bose 

 Museologist, curator, Humboldt-Labor, 

 Humboldt-Universität Berlin

Katja Brandes 

 Art historian, director of art education, Dom 

 Museum Wien
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Xenia Kalpaktsoglou 

 Curator and author, Athens

Stefan Kaltseis, Johannes Kapeller 

 Österreichische Mediathek, Vienna

Martin Krenn 

 Artist, curator, lecturer at Universität für 

 angewandte Kunst Wien

Jakob Lena Knebl 

 Artist, Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien

Peter Kraker 

 Open Knowledge Maps, Vienna

Elke Krasny 

 Curator, urbanist, professor at Akademie der 

 bildenden Künste Wien

Harald Krejci 

 Head curator, Belvedere, Vienna

Nora Landkammer

 Art educator, researcher, ear, Vienna

Christopher Lindinger 

 Vice rector for innovation and researchers,

 Johannes Kepler Universität Linz

Kristian Lukic 

 Curator, artist, Bratislava

Sharon Macdonald 

 Museum theorist, professor of CARMAH, 

 Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Margarethe Makovec, Anton Lederer 

 Curators, <rotor>, Graz

Oliver Marchart 

 Professor of political theory, Universität Wien

Vittoria Martini

 Art historian, Turin

Leontine Meijer-van Mensch 

 Director of Staatliche Ethnographische 

 Sammlungen Sachsen, Grassi Museum, Leipzig/

 Herrnhut/Dresden

Doreen Mende 

 Curator, professor at HEAD – Haute école d’art 

 et de design, Geneva/Berlin

Shaheen Merali 

 Curator, author, London 

Enrique Guitart 

 Exhibition production, acp-team, Vienna

Claudia Haas 

 Art historian, consultant, haas:consult Museen

 und Kulturelles, Vienna

Bettina Habsburg-Lothringen 

 Director of cultural history department: Landes-

 zeughaus, Museum für Geschichte und Museums- 

 akademie, Universalmuseum Joanneum, Graz

Beat Hächler 

 Director of Alpines Museum der Schweiz, Bern

Werner Hanak-Lettner 

 Deputy director of Jüdisches Museum Frankfurt 

Christina Hardegg 

 Kunsthistorikerin, Hardegg Fundraising, Wien

Stefano Harney 

 Professor Singapore Management University

Anke te Heesen 

 Professor of history of science, Humboldt-

 Universität zu Berlin

Gabu Heindl 

 Architect, GABU Heindl Architektur, Vienna

Otto Hochreiter 

 Director of Graz Museum

Bärbel Holaus-Heintschel 

 Fundraising, Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien

Angelika Höckner, Gerald Moser 

 Designers, Atelier Wunderkammer, Vienna

Marty Huber 

 Performance theorist, dramaturgist, Vienna

Andrea Hubin 

 Art historian, art educator, research assistant in 

 the dramaturgy department, Kunsthalle Wien

Christian Huemer 

Director of Research Center, Belvedere, Vienna

Kerstin Jesse 

 Curator, Belvedere, Vienna

Alexis Joachimides 

 Professor of art history, Kunsthochschule Kassel

Therese Kaiser 

 Initiator of RRRIOT Festival, Vienna
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Laurence Rassel 

 Director of erg- école de recherche graphique, 

 école supérieure des arts, Brussels 

Holger Reichert 

 Managing director, creative director of Zone 

 Media, Vienna 

Marcelo Rezende 

 Co-director of the Archiv der Avantgarden, 

 Dresden 

Kathrin Rhomberg 

 Curator, head of art collection for the Erste Group,

 Vienna 

Irit Rogoff 

 Professor of visual cultures, Goldsmiths, 

 University of London 

Karin Schneider 

 Contemporary historian, head of art education, 

 Lentos, Linz 

Cornelia Sollfrank 

 Artist, researcher, lecturer, Berlin

Georg Schöllhammer 

 Curator, editor-in-chief of springerin, Vienna 

Bärbl Schrems 

 Head of exhibition production, Wien Museum 

Barbara Schröder

 Dancing Foxes Press, NYC

Johanna Schwanberg 

 Director of Dom Museum Wien 

Irene Schwarz 

 Head of user and information services, 

 Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien 

Lorenz Seidler 

 Art historian, curator, eSeL.at, Vienna 

Shuddhabrata Sengupta 

 Artist, author, Raqs Media Collective, New Delhi 

Basak Senova 

 Curator, designer, Istanbul/Vienna 

Jasper Sharp 

 Art historian, curator, Kunsthistorisches 

 Museum Wien 

Joshua Simon 

 Curator, author, art critic, Tel Aviv/Philadelphia

Eva Meran 

 Head of education, Haus der Geschichte 

 Österreich, Vienna

Carmen Mörsch 

 Artist, art educator, professor at 

 Kunsthochschule Mainz

Wolfgang Muchitsch 

 Historian, managing director of Universalmuseum 

 Joanneum, President of Museumsbund Österreich

Vanessa Joan Müller 

 Head of dramaturgy, Kunsthalle Wien

Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung 

 Curator, founder and artistic director, SAVVY 

 Contemporary Berlin

Paul O’Neill  

 Curator, artistic director of PUBLICS, Helsinki

Alfred J. Noll 

 Legal expert, author, media and copyright law, 

 art restitution law, Vienna

Monika Platzer 

 Architectural historian, curator, Architektur-

 zentrum Wien

Karl Prammer 

 PRAMMER BERATUNGS KG, Wiener Schule der 

 Organisationsberatung

Lisl Ponger 

 Artist, Vienna

Barbara Putz-Plecko 

 Professor and vice rector, Universität für 

 angewandte Kunst Wien

Cosima Rainer 

 Curator, head of art collection and archive, 

 Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien

farid rakun

 Artist, author, publisher, ruangrupa, Jakarta

Christian Rapp 

 Head of research at Haus der Geschichte 

 Niederösterreich, St. Pölten

Elke Rauth 

 Cultural worker, founder and publisher of dérive, 

 Vienna
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Thomas Soraperra 

 Commercial director of Kunstmuseum Bern – 

 Zentrum Paul Klee

Felix Stalder 

 Professor of digital culture and network theories, 

 Zürcher Hochschule der Künste 

Barbara Steiner 

 Director of Kunsthaus Graz

Istvan Szilagyi 

 treat, agency for new media, Vienna/Berlin/

 Los Angeles 

Jonas Tinius 

 Museologist, art anthropologist, CARMAH, 

 Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 

Monica Titton 

 Sociologist, author, lecturer, Universität für 

 angewandte Kunst Wien 

Wolfgang Tobisch 

 Culture manager, organizational developer, 

 quality manager for the cultural sector, museum 

 advisor, Vienna

Enzo Traverso

 Historian, Professor Cornell University, NY

Lorena Vicini 

 Publicist, cultural manager, São Paulo/Kassel 

Joanna Warsza 

 Curator, Berlin/Warsaw 

Patrick Werkner 

 Art historian, professor em. Art collections and 

 archive, Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien   

WHW – What, How and for Whom 

 Curatorial collective, Zagreb, directors 

 Kunsthalle Wien

Virgil Widrich 

 Film director, checkpointmedia, professor, 

 Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien

Regina Wonisch 

 Historian, museologist, Vienna
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CONTACT

/Management

Beatrice Jaschke

Beatrice.Jaschke@uni-ak.ac.at

/Office

Frank Müller

+43 1 711 33 27-52

ecm@uni-ak.ac.at

University of Applied Arts Vienna

Vordere Zollamtsstraße 7/2/227

1030 Vienna

www.ecm.ac.at


